
        

ARIAMAARIAMA
A PRODUCT THAT, WITH YOUR SAFETY IN MIND, GUARANTEES THE PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS TASKS

Set a personal user profile for quick, reliable, and professionally performed tasks.Set a personal user profile for quick, reliable, and professionally performed tasks.
Full - featured mobile phone with hidden functions, out of which the user chooses those theyFull - featured mobile phone with hidden functions, out of which the user chooses those they
need:need:
- Recording options: Audio | Video | Audio video.- Recording options: Audio | Video | Audio video.
- Password protection against accidental activation, disclosure, or misusage of records in- Password protection against accidental activation, disclosure, or misusage of records in
  case of theft.  case of theft.
- Camera options: Front | Back | External and Side- Camera options: Front | Back | External and Side
- Control via SMS commands.- Control via SMS commands.
- Voice control.- Voice control.
- Recording timer ( Recording according to a preset time schedule ).- Recording timer ( Recording according to a preset time schedule ).
- Automatic record - saving to the server | DropBox | Cloud.- Automatic record - saving to the server | DropBox | Cloud.
- Background process.- Background process.
- GPS stamp.- GPS stamp.
- Panic button.- Panic button.
- Audio / video recorder ( internal / external ) integrated into the functional mobile device.- Audio / video recorder ( internal / external ) integrated into the functional mobile device.
- Ability to install managing system to a virtual computer ( VM ware Ubuntu, or Windows- Ability to install managing system to a virtual computer ( VM ware Ubuntu, or Windows
  server OS ).  server OS ).
- Encrypted communication  signal transmission via VPN.- Encrypted communication  signal transmission via VPN.--
- Encrypted record saving to an SD card.- Encrypted record saving to an SD card.
- Ability to control the system from a central location. Ability to control each mobile phone- Ability to control the system from a central location. Ability to control each mobile phone
  ( mobile device ) individually and independently from the others, image zoom - in function,  ( mobile device ) individually and independently from the others, image zoom - in function,
  image rotation function  stream quality selection, setting each camera individually.  image rotation function  stream quality selection, setting each camera individually.,,
- Selection of each stream by drag and drop functionality, synchronous playback.- Selection of each stream by drag and drop functionality, synchronous playback.
- Operating temperature 0  50 °C.- Operating temperature 0  50 °C.--
- Free lifelong software upgrade.- Free lifelong software upgrade.
- Permanent software license.- Permanent software license.
- Unique software functions, possibility to control other ARIAMA accessories.- Unique software functions, possibility to control other ARIAMA accessories.
- Each device comes with a USB flash drive with User Manual and software for the central- Each device comes with a USB flash drive with User Manual and software for the central
  unit / server.  unit / server.
- 2 - year guarantee.- 2 - year guarantee.
- Online training consisting of 4 + 4 hour sessions is included in the price of the device.- Online training consisting of 4 + 4 hour sessions is included in the price of the device.
- Product line series; can be ordered according to your needs.- Product line series; can be ordered according to your needs.
- Other functions and options not described here will be available in the delivered unit, - Other functions and options not described here will be available in the delivered unit, 

described in the User Manual and described in the User Manual and 
explained on the online session.explained on the online session.
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